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Abstract
Arc-annotated sequences are useful in representing the structural information of RNA and pro-
tein sequences. The LONGEST ARC-PRESERVING COMMON SUBSEQUENCE (LAPCS) problem
has recently been introduced in [P.A. Evans, Algorithms and complexity for annotated sequence
analysis, PhD Thesis, University of Victoria, 1999; P.A. Evans, Finding common subsequences with
arcs and pseudoknots, in: Proceedings of 10th Annual Symposium on Combinatorial Pattern Match-
ing (CPM’99), in: Lecture Notes in Comput. Sci., vol. 1645, 1999, pp. 270–280] as a framework
for studying the similarity of arc-annotated sequences. In this paper, we consider arc-annotated se-
quences with various arc structures and present some new algorithmic and complexity results on
the LAPCS problem. Some of our results answer an open question in [P.A. Evans, Algorithms and
complexity for annotated sequence analysis, PhD Thesis, University of Victoria, 1999; P.A. Evans,
Finding common subsequences with arcs and pseudoknots, in: Proceedings of 10th Annual Sympo-
sium on Combinatorial Pattern Matching (CPM’99), in: Lecture Notes in Comput. Sci., vol. 1645,
1999, pp. 270–280] and some others improve the hardness results in [P.A. Evans, Algorithms and
complexity for annotated sequence analysis, PhD Thesis, University of Victoria, 1999; P.A. Evans,
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1. Introduction
Given two sequences S and T over some fixed alphabet Σ , T is a subsequence of S
if T can be obtained from S by deleting some letters (or called bases) from S. Notice
that the order of the remaining letters of S must be preserved. The length of a sequence
S is the number of letters in it and is denoted as |S|. Given two sequences S1 and S2
(over some fixed alphabet Σ), the classical LONGEST COMMON SUBSEQUENCE (LCS)
problem asks for a longest sequence T that is a subsequence of both S1 and S2. Suppose
|S1| = n and |S2| = m, a longest common subsequence of S1 and S2 can be found by dy-
namic programming in time O(nm) (in the computational biology community, it is known
as Smith–Waterman algorithm) [10,15,16]. For simplicity, we use S[i] to denote the ith
letter in sequence S, and S[i1, i2], where 1  i1  i2  |S|, to denote the substring of S
consisting of the ith letter through the j th letter.
For any sequence S, an arc annotation set (or simply arc set) P of S is a set of unordered
pairs of positions in S. Each pair (i1, i2) ∈ P , where 1 i1 < i2  |S|, is said to connect the
two positions i1 and i2 in S and is called an arc annotation (or simply an arc) between the
two positions. i1 and i2 are called the left endpoint and the right endpoint of arc (i1, i2),
respectively. Such a pair (S,P ) of sequence and arc set will be referred to as an arc-
annotated sequence [7,8]. Observe that a (plain) sequence without any arc annotation can
be viewed as an arc-annotated sequence with an empty arc set.
Arc-annotated sequences are useful in describing the secondary and tertiary structures
of RNA and protein sequences [1,2,5,7–9,11,14,17]. For example, one may use arcs to
represent bonds between nucleotides in an RNA sequence (see Fig. 1 for an arc-annotated
transfer RNA or tRNA) or contact forces between amino acids in a protein sequence. There-
fore, the problem of comparing arc-annotated sequences has applications in the structural
similarity comparison of RNA and protein sequences and has received much recent atten-
Fig. 1. A tRNA and its corresponding arc-annotated sequence.
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tion in the literature [1,2,7–9,11,17]. In this paper, we follow the LCS approach proposed
in [7,8] and study the LCS problem for arc-annotated sequences.
1.1. The LAPCS problem and its restricted versions
Given two arc-annotated sequences S1 and S2 with arc sets P1 and P2 respectively,
a common subsequence T of S1 and S2 induces a bijective mapping from a subset of
{1,2, . . . , n} to a subset of {1,2, . . . ,m}, where n = |S1| and m = |S2|. The common sub-
sequence T is arc-preserving if the arcs induced by the mapping are preserved, i.e., for any
(i1, j1) and (i2, j2) in the mapping,
(i1, i2) ∈ P1 ⇔ (j1, j2) ∈ P2.
The LONGEST ARC-PRESERVING COMMON SUBSEQUENCE (LAPCS) problem is to
find a longest common subsequence of S1 and S2 that is arc-preserving (with respect to the
given arc sets P1 and P2) [7,8].
It is shown in [7,8] that the (general) LAPCS problem is NP-hard, if the arc annotations
are unrestricted. Since in the practice of RNA and protein sequence comparison arc sets are
likely to satisfy some constraints (for example, bond arcs do not cross in the case of RNA
secondary structures), it is of interest to consider various restrictions on arc structures. We
consider the following four natural restrictions on an arc set P which are first discussed
in [7,8]:
1. no two arcs sharing an endpoint:
∀(i1, i2), (i3, i4) ∈ P, i1 = i4, i2 = i3, and i1 = i3 ⇔ i2 = i4;
2. no two crossing arcs:
∀(i1, i2), (i3, i4) ∈ P, i1 ∈ [i3, i4] ⇔ i2 ∈ [i3, i4];
3. no two nested arcs:
∀(i1, i2), (i3, i4) ∈ P, i1  i3 ⇔ i2  i3;
4. no arcs:
P = ∅.
These restrictions are used progressively and inclusively to produce five distinct levels
of permitted arc structures for the input sequences in the LAPCS problem:
• UNLIMITED—no restrictions;
• CROSSING—restriction 1;
• NESTED—restrictions 1 and 2;
• CHAIN—restrictions 1, 2 and 3;
• PLAIN—restriction 4.
We note that, as also pointed out by one of the referees, the CHAIN arc-annotation structure
serves as an intermediate complexity between PLAIN and NESTED. CHAIN might not be of
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great biological relevance, but it is of computational importance. In fact, for a CROSSING
or NESTED sequence, as long as its cutwidth is bounded by some constant, its arc structure
is almost the same as CHAIN. This will be further clarified in Section 4.
1.2. Summary of results
From now on, we will use the notation LCS(LEVEL-1, LEVEL-2) to represent the
LAPCS problem where the arc structure of the first input sequence S1 is of level LEVEL-1
and the arc structure of the second input sequence S2 is of level LEVEL-2. Without loss of
generality, we always assume that LEVEL-1 is at the same level of or higher than LEVEL-2.
In other words, we assume that the arc structure of sequence S1 is at least as complex as
that of sequence S2. This way, we have 15 distinct problems.
For each position of a sequence, the number of arcs crossing it (including the arcs con-
necting to it) is the arc-cutwidth of the sequence at that position [7,8]. The cutwidth of
the sequence is defined to be the maximum arc-cutwidth over all positions. Given two arc-
annotated sequences (S1,P1) and (S2,P2), the maximum of their cutwidths is defined as
the cutwidth of the LAPCS problem for (S1,P1) and (S2,P2). Some of our results are on
the LAPCS problem with bounded cutwidth.
For a maximization optimization problem Π (such as LAPCS), we say it admits an α-
approximation algorithmA if A runs in polynomial time, and for every instance of Π , the
solution output by A is within a factor 1/α (a factor α if Π is a minimization problem) of
the optimum. In this case, Π is also said to be approximable within α, or α-approximable.
It is well known that unless P = NP, Π is not approximable within 1+ ε, for some positive
ε, if Π is MAX SNP-hard. Equivalently speaking, Π does not admit a polynomial time
approximation scheme (PTAS).
Table 1 summarizes the algorithmic and complexity results on the LAPCS problem
obtained in [7,8] and in this paper. Recall that |S1| = n and |S2| = m. Our results on
LCS(NESTED, CHAIN) and LCS(NESTED, PLAIN) in fact answer an open question in
[7,8].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the 2-approximation
algorithm for LCS(CROSSING, CROSSING), which is also a 2-approximation algorithm
Table 1
Results on LCS(LEVEL-1, LEVEL-2)
PLAIN CHAIN NESTED CROSSING
UNLIMITED NP-hard [7,8]
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for LCS(CROSSING, NESTED), LCS(CROSSING, CHAIN), LCS(CROSSING, PLAIN),
and LCS(NESTED, NESTED). In Section 3, we show that LCS(CROSSING, PLAIN) is
MAX SNP-hard. This implies LCS(CROSSING, CHAIN), LCS(CROSSING, NESTED) and
LCS(CROSSING, CROSSING) are all MAX SNP-hard too. These MAX SNP-hardness re-
sults exclude the possibility for any of these problems to admit a PTAS. In Section 4, we
first design a dynamic programming algorithm running in time O(nm3) for LCS(NESTED,
PLAIN) and then extend it to solve LCS(NESTED, CHAIN) and further to solve a restricted
LCS(CROSSING, NESTED) where the first sequence has a bounded cutwidth. Some con-
cluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2. Approximation algorithms
The NP-hardness of LCS(CROSSING, PLAIN) [7,8] implies that LCS(LEVEL-1,
LEVEL-2) is NP-hard whenever one of the two input arc-annotated sequences has an
unlimited or crossing arc structure. In the following, we give a 2-approximation algo-
rithm for LCS(CROSSING, CROSSING), which also implies 2-approximation algorithms
for LCS(CROSSING, NESTED), LCS(CROSSING, CHAIN), LCS(CROSSING, PLAIN) and
LCS(NESTED, NESTED).
We employ standard terminologies in graph theory. The graphs in this paper are all
simple, meaning that there is at most one edge connecting a pair of vertices and no loops.
Given a graph G = (V ,E), for every vertex v ∈ V , the degree of v denotes the number
of edges in E incident at v. The maximum degree of G is the maximum degree of the
vertices in V . An independent set U of G is a subset of V such that there is no edge in E
connecting any two vertices in U . A maximum independent set of G is an independent set
with maximum cardinality.
Let (S1,P1) and (S2,P2) be a pair of arc-annotated sequences of arc structure at most
crossing. The algorithm begins with the dynamic programming for the classical LCS prob-
lem for two plain sequences S1 and S2. Let T0 denote the achieved subsequence and M0
denote the mapping from a subset of {1,2, . . . , n} to a subset of {1,2, . . . ,m} induced by
T0. Assume that |T0| = t0 and M0 = {(i1, j1), (i2, j2), . . . , (it0, jt0)}.
We construct a graph G corresponding to M0 as follows: for each match (ik, jk) ∈ M0
construct a vertex vk ; and two vertices vk and vl are connected by an edge if and only
if either (ik, il) ∈ P1 or (jk, jl) ∈ P2, but not both. Trivially, independent sets of graph
G one-to-one correspond to arc-preserving subsequences of (S1,P1) and (S2,P2) which
are, disregarding arcs, subsequences of T0. Therefore, the subsequence corresponding to a
maximum independent set of graph G will be a good approximate solution.
Notice that graph G is simple and its maximum degree is (at most) 2. Thus every con-
nected component of graph G is either a simple path or a simple cycle. We may easily
compute a maximum independent set U of G which has size t1  t0/2. Let M1 denote the
subset of matches corresponding to those vertices in the maximum independent set U . Let
T1 denote the subsequence inducing M1, and take it as the output approximate solution. We
remark that T1 could inherit some arcs from both P1 and P2, and some bases in T1 could
be incident to some arc in P1 and some arc in P2 while these two arcs do not form an arc
match. A high level description of the algorithm, MODIFIED-LCS, is depicted in Fig. 2.
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Algorithm MODIFIED-LCS
Input: An instance of LCS(CROSSING, CROSSING): (S1,P1) and (S2,P2).
Output: an arc-preserving common subsequence.
1. Compute a classical LCS T0 for (S1, S2) using dynamic programming.
Let M0 denote the mapping induced by T0.
2. Construct graph G corresponding to M0.
3. Compute a maximum independent set U of graph G.
Let M1 denote the subset of M0 of matches corresponding to the
vertices in U .
4. Construct subsequence T1 inducing M1.
5. Output T1 as the approximate solution.
Fig. 2. The algorithm MODIFIED-LCS.
Since t0 is an upper bound for the length of an LAPCS for (S1,P1) and (S2,P2),
MODIFIED-LCS is a 2-approximation for LCS(CROSSING, CROSSING). It is easy to see
that MODIFIED-LCS runs in O(nm) time. The above discussion justifies the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.1. LCS(CROSSING, CROSSING) admits a 2-approximation algorithm running
in O(nm) time.
The following corollary is straightforward.
Corollary 2.2. Problems LCS(CROSSING, NESTED), LCS(CROSSING, CHAIN),
LCS(CROSSING, PLAIN), and LCS(NESTED, NESTED) all admit a 2-approximation al-
gorithm running in O(nm) time.
3. Inapproximability results
In this section, we show that
1. LCS(UNLIMITED, PLAIN) cannot be approximated within ratio nε for any ε ∈ (0, 14 ),
where n denotes the length of the longer input sequence, and
2. LCS(CROSSING, PLAIN) is MAX SNP-hard.
To do that, we need the following well known problems.
MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SET-B (MAXIS-B): Given a graph G in which every vertex
has degree at most B , find a maximum independent set of G.
MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SET-CUBIC (MAXIS-CUBIC): Given a cubic graph G (i.e.,
every vertex has degree 3), find a maximum independent set of G.
Lemma 3.1. MAXIS-B is MAX SNP-complete when B  3 [4,13].
The following lemma is necessary.
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Lemma 3.2. MAXIS-CUBIC is MAX SNP-complete.
Proof. The proof will be done by constructing an L-reduction [13] from MAXIS-3 to
MAXIS-CUBIC, using a technique from [6]. Given an instance of MAXIS-3, that is, a
graph G = (V ,E) with |V | = n, we may assume that G is connected. Suppose in G there
are i vertices of degree 1, j vertices of degree 2, and n − i − j vertices of degree 3. Let
opt(G) denote the size of a maximum independent set of G. Then it follows trivially that
opt(G) n/4. Therefore, we have
(3.1)i + j  4 · opt(G).
We construct an instance of MAXIS-CUBIC, a graph denoted by G′, as follows: Con-
struct 2i+j triangles of which each has two vertices connecting to two adjacent vertices in
a cycle of size 2(2i + j). Denote this graph as H2i+j . (Graph H8 is shown in Fig. 3.) Call
the vertex of each triangle that is not adjacent to the cycle a free vertex in H2i+j . Clearly,
the cycle itself has a maximum independent set of size 2i + j . Since for each triangle the
maximum independent set is a singleton, graph H2i+j has a maximum independent set of
size exactly 2(2i + j). Moreover, we see that there is a maximum independent set of size
2(2i+ j) for graph H2i+j consisting of no free vertices. Graph G′ is then constructed from
graphs G and H2i+j by connecting each degree 1 vertex in G to two distinct free vertices
in H2i+j and connecting each degree 2 vertex in G to one unique free vertex in H2i+j .
Notice that the resulting graph G′ is indeed a cubic graph.
Assume that U is a maximum independent set for graph G (of size opt(G)), we may
add into it a maximum independent set for H2i+j consisting of no free vertices to form an
independent set for graph G′. This independent set has size k′ = opt(G) + 2(2i + j). It
follows that
(3.2)opt(G′) opt(G) + 2(2i + j).
On the other hand, suppose U ′ is an independent set for G′ of size k′. Then deleting from
U ′ the vertices which are in graph H2i+j (the number of such vertices is at most 2(2i + j))
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will form an independent set for G of size k satisfying(3.3)k  k′ − 2(2i + j).
Therefore, (3.2) becomes
(3.4)opt(G′) = opt(G) + 2(2i + j) opt(G) + 4(i + j) 17 · opt(G),
and (3.3) becomes k − opt(G) k′ − opt(G′), or equivalently,
(3.5)∣∣k − opt(G)∣∣ ∣∣k′ − opt(G′)∣∣.
This completes the L-reduction.
Since MAXIS-CUBIC is a special case of MAXIS-3, it is in class MAX SNP. Hence, it
is MAX SNP-complete. 
Theorem 3.3. LCS(UNLIMITED, PLAIN) cannot be approximated within ratio nε for any
ε ∈ (0, 14 ), where n is the length of the longer input sequence.
Proof. We observe that the reduction constructed in the proof of NP-hardness for
LCS(UNLIMITED, PLAIN) in [7, p. 87, Lemma 7.1] is in fact an L-reduction from MAXIS,
the general MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SET problem, to LCS(UNLIMITED, PLAIN). Actu-
ally, LCS(UNLIMITED, PLAIN) includes MAXIS as a subproblem. Therefore, the theorem
follows from the inapproximability of MAXIS, that is, MAXIS cannot be approximated
within ratio nε for any ε ∈ (0, 14 ) [3], where n is the number of vertices in the input
graph. 
As a corollary, we have
Corollary 3.4. None of LCS(UNLIMITED, CHAIN), LCS(UNLIMITED, NESTED),
LCS(UNLIMITED, CROSSING), and LCS(UNLIMITED, UNLIMITED) can be approxi-
mated within ratio nε for any ε ∈ (0, 14 ), where n is the length of the longer input sequence.
Theorem 3.5. LCS(CROSSING, PLAIN) is MAX SNP-hard.
Proof. To show its MAX SNP-hardness, we will construct an L-reduction from MAXIS-
CUBIC to LCS(CROSSING, PLAIN). Given a cubic graph G = (V ,E), let n = |V |. For
every vertex u ∈ V , construct a segment Ru of letters ‘aaaabbccc’. Sequence S1 is obtained
by concatenating the n segments Ru,u ∈ V . The arc set P1 on sequence S1 is constructed
as follows: Whenever there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E, introduce an arc between a letter c from
Ru to a letter c from Rv , ensuring that each letter c is used only once. Sequence S2 is
obtained by concatenating n identical segments of ‘aaaacccbb’ and its arc set P2 = ∅. This
constitutes an instance I of LCS(CROSSING, PLAIN). See Fig. 4 for an illustration.
Suppose that graph G has a maximum independent set U of cardinality k. We put four
letters a and three letters c from each segment Ru,u ∈ U , into sequence T and put four
letters a and two letters b from each segment Ru,u /∈ U , into sequence T . Clearly, sequence
T is a common subsequence of S1 and S2. From the independence of U , we know that
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sequence T inherits no arcs from P1, and thus it is an arc-preserving common subsequence.
Let opt(I) denote the length of a longest arc-preserving common subsequence of S1 and
S2, and opt(G) denote the cardinality of a maximum independent set of graph G. It follows
from the above that
(3.6)opt(I) opt(G) + 6n.
On the other hand, suppose that we have an arc-preserving common subsequence T of
length k′ for (S1,P1) and (S2,P2). We observe first that T inherits no arcs from P1 since
P2 = ∅. Define a match between letters from the two segments at the same position in S1
and S2, i.e., S1[9l + 1,9l + 9] and S2[9l + 1,9l + 9] for some 1 l  n, to be canonical.
It is easy to see that the abundance of letters a in both S1 and S2 allow us to transform any
solution (arc-preserving common subsequence) into one of which the induced mapping
M consisting of only canonical matches. I.e., we can assume that for each (i, j) ∈ M ,
i, j ∈ [9l + 1,9l + 9] for some l. We call such a solution canonical and in the following
we only consider canonical solutions.
Consider the canonical matches defined by the mapping M (induced by T ) between
segments S1[9l + 1,9l + 9] and S2[9l + 1,9l + 9] for every l. Clearly, (i) the four a’s
should be matched and (ii) if a b is matched then no c’s can be matched and vice versa.
If only one or two c’s are matched, we modify M (and thus T ) as follows: unmatch the
c’s and match the two b’s. Clearly, this modification does not make the solution worse. We
repeat this modification until the canonical matches between each segment pair contains
either all three c-matches or two b-matches. Denote the final mapping as M ′.
We now define a subset U of vertices of G as follows: for every segment Ru in sequence
S1, if all its three c’s are matched in M ′, we put u in U . By the construction of arc set P1,
no pair of vertices in U are connected in graph G and hence U is an independent set for
G. Letting k = |U |, since the number of canonical matches between segments S1[9l +
1,9l + 9] and S2[9l + 1,9l + 9] is at most 7, for every l, and it is 7 if and only if there are
three c-matches, we have k  k′ − 6n. Since G is a cubic graph, n/4 opt(G) n/2 and
inequality (3.6) becomes
(3.7)opt(I) = opt(G) + 6n 25 · opt(G).
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Hence k  k′ − 6n = k′ − (opt(I) − opt(G)), which is equivalent to
(3.8)∣∣k − opt(G)∣∣ ∣∣k′ − opt(I)∣∣.
Inequalities (3.7) and (3.8) show that our reduction is an L-reduction, and thus
LCS(CROSSING, PLAIN) is MAX SNP-hard. 
As a corollary, we have
Corollary 3.6. LCS(CROSSING, CHAIN), LCS(CROSSING, NESTED), and LCS(CROS-
SING, CROSSING) are all MAX SNP-hard.
We note in passing that there is a similar, but more restrictive, LCS definition [17],
where in addition to our condition that, for any (i1, j1) and (i2, j2) in the mapping, (i1, i2) ∈
P1 if and only if (j1, j2) ∈ P2, it also requires that for any (i1, j1) in the mapping, if
(i1, i2) ∈ P1 then, for some j2, (i2, j2) is in the mapping, and if (j1, j2) ∈ P2 then, for
some i2, (i2, j2) is in the mapping. For that definition, LCS(CROSSING, CROSSING) is
NP-hard and LCS(CROSSING, NESTED) is solvable in polynomial time [17].
4. Dynamic programming algorithm for LCS(NESTED, PLAIN)
In this section, we will deal with problem LCS(NESTED, PLAIN) first and then extend
to deal with problem LCS(NESTED, CHAIN). We note that in the applications of RNA
secondary structure comparison, where an RNA secondary structure is modeled by a nested
arc-annotated sequence (Fig. 1), usually biologists are only confident at some level on a
given base pair (that is, an arc) but hardly ever certain. Therefore, from the biological point
of view, it might be more realistic to consider the probabilistic variants of the LAPCS
problems.
Given an instance of problem LCS(NESTED, PLAIN), that is a pair of arc-annotated
sequences (S1,P1) and (S2,∅), where P1 is nested, let n = |S1| and m = |S2|. The main
result is a dynamic programming algorithm which computes an LAPCS for (S1,P1) and
(S2,∅) in O(nm3) time.
For any arc u ∈ P1, let ul and ur denote its left endpoint and right endpoint, respectively.
We use u(i) to denote the arc in P1 incident at position i of sequence S1. In the case that
u(i) does not exist, we call position i free, and when there is no confusion also call base
S1[i] free. Let DP(i, i ′; j, j ′), where 1 i  i ′  n and 1 j  j ′ m, denote the length
of an LAPCS for the pair (S1[i, i ′],P1[i, i ′]) and (S2[j, j ′],∅). Here P1[i, i ′] is the subset
of arcs of P1 whose two endpoints both lie in the interval [i, i ′]. Define χ(S1[i], S2[j ]) = 1
if S1[i] = S2[j ], or 0 otherwise. The algorithm is a two-step dynamic programming. We
remark that in the computation we assign a value 1 to a base match. It is easy to generalize
this uniform weighted version to alphabet-weighted, where different base-matches have
different values.
In the first step, for each arc (i1, i2) ∈ P1, we perform the following two-phase compu-
tation:
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Phase 1. When i2 − i1 > 1, let i = i1 +1 and i ′ be any position in interval [i, i2 −1], such
that for any arc (k, k′) ∈ P1, either [i, i ′] ⊆ [k, k′], or [k, k′] ⊆ [i, i ′], or [i, i ′] ∩ [k, k′] = ∅.
If i ′ is free, then
DP(i, i ′; j, j ′) = max


DP(i, i ′ − 1; j, j ′ − 1)+ χ(S1[i ′], S2[j ′]),
DP(i, i ′ − 1; j, j ′),
DP(i, i ′; j, j ′ − 1).
If i ′ is not free (i.e., i ′ = u(i ′)r ) and i = u(i ′)l , then
DP(i, i ′; j, j ′) = max
jj ′′j ′
{
DP(i, u(i ′)l − 1; j, j ′′ − 1) + DP(u(i ′)l, i ′; j ′′, j ′)
}
.
(If (i, i ′) ∈ P1, then entry DP(i, i ′; j, j ′) will be computed in the next phase.)
Phase 2.
DP(i1, i2; j, j ′) = max


DP(i1 + 1, i2 − 1; j + 1, j ′) + χ(S1[i1], S2[j ]),
DP(i1 + 1, i2 − 1; j, j ′ − 1)+ χ(S1[i2], S2[j ′]),
DP(i1 + 1, i2 − 1; j, j ′),
DP(i1, i2; j, j ′ − 1),
DP(i1, i2; j + 1, j ′).
Note that for any two distinct arcs (i1, i2) and (i3, i4) in P1, let I1 and I2 be the sets of
index i ′ satisfying the conditions of Phase 1, respectively, then I1 and I2 are disjoint. It
follows that the total number of entries DP(i, i ′; j, j ′) is O(nm2). Since computing each
entry takes at most O(m) time, the first step can be accomplished in O(nm3) time.
The second step is very similar to Phase 1 of the first step. Let i ′ be any position in
interval [1, n], such that for any arc (k, k′) ∈ P1, either [1, i ′] ⊆ [k, k′], or [k, k′] ⊆ [1, i ′],
or [1, i ′] ∩ [k, k′] = ∅.
If i ′ is free, then
DP(1, i ′; j, j ′) = max


DP(1, i ′ − 1; j, j ′ − 1)+ χ(S1[i ′], S2[j ′]),
DP(1, i ′ − 1; j, j ′),
DP(1, i ′; j, j ′ − 1).
If i ′ is not free (i.e., i ′ = u(i ′)r ) and u(i ′)l = 1, then
DP(1, i ′; j, j ′) = max
jj ′′j ′
{
DP(1, u(i ′)l − 1; j, j ′′ − 1) + DP(u(i ′)l, i ′; j ′′, j ′)
}
.
(Note that if (1, i ′) ∈ P1, then DP(1, i ′; j, j ′) has already been computed.)
For the same reason, this step can be accomplished in O(nm3) time. Note that entry
DP(1, n;1,m) records the length of an LAPCS for (S1,P1) and (S2,∅). By using a stan-
dard back-tracing technique, we can find an LAPCS from the table entries in O(nm2) time.
Therefore the overall algorithm runs in O(nm3) time. The correctness of the algorithm fol-
lows directly through the computation, where we consider the two endpoints of an arc at
the same time. Thus, we have the following theorem, which answers an open question in
[7,8].
Theorem 4.1. LCS(NESTED, PLAIN) is solvable in time O(nm3).
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4.1. ExtensionsWe can extend the above dynamic programming to solve LCS(NESTED, CHAIN) as well
as a restricted LCS(CROSSING, NESTED) in which the cutwidth of the crossing sequence is
upper bounded by a constant k. For example, to solve LCS(NESTED, CHAIN), we expand
the entry DP(i, i ′; j, j ′) to entries DP(i, i ′; j, j ′;α,β), where α and β denote the positions
in interval [j, j ′] on the second sequence S2 that the letters therein cannot be matched to
any letter in the first sequence S1[i, i ′]. For each pair (j, j ′), there are at most two such
positions.
More specifically, for the given pair (j, j ′), notice that there might be an arc in P2
crossing (not connecting to) position j (j ′, respectively) and its right (left, respectively)
endpoint k ∈ [j + 1, j ′ − 1]. As we are computing an LAPCS for (S1[i, i ′],P1[i, i ′]) and
(S2[j, j ′],P2[j, j ′]) independently, we have to register if the letter S2[k] could be included
into the LAPCS. If it cannot, we will then let α (β , respectively) record this right (left, re-
spectively) endpoint k of the arc crossing position j (j ′, respectively). In the other cases, α
(β , respectively) records nothing (represented by −). The recurrence relation needs modifi-
cations correspondingly to fit the computation. For example, in Phase 1, if i ′ is free, we let
ρ denote the rightmost position in S2[j, j ′ − 1] that is not α, neither β . When j ′ = u(j ′)l
we need to compute
DP(i, i ′; j, j ′;α,−) = max


DP(i, i ′ − 1; j,ρ;α′,−) + χ(S1[i ′], S2[j ′]),
DP(i, i ′ − 1; j, j ′;α,−),
DP(i, i ′; j,ρ;α′,−),
and
DP(i, i ′; j, j ′;α, j ′) = DP(i, i ′; j,ρ;α′,−),
where α′ = α if α < ρ, − otherwise;
When j ′ = u(j ′)r( = α) we need to compute
DP(i, i ′; j, j ′;α,−) = max


DP(i, i ′ − 1; j,ρ;α,β ′) + 1, if S1[i ′] = S2[j ′],
DP(i, i ′ − 1; j, j ′;α,−),
DP(i, i ′; j, j ′ − 1;α,−),
where β ′ = u(j ′)l if j  u(j ′)l < ρ, − otherwise; and
DP(i, i ′; j, j ′;α, j ′) = DP(i, i ′; j, j ′ − 1;α,−);
In the other settings, we need to compute
DP(i, i ′; j, j ′;α,β) = max


DP(i, i ′ − 1; j,ρ;α′, β ′) + χ(S1[i ′], S2[j ′]),
DP(i, i ′ − 1; j, j ′;α,β),
DP(i, i ′; j,ρ;α′, β ′),
where α′ = α if α < ρ, − otherwise; β ′ = β if β < ρ, − otherwise.
The computation for i ′ not being free can be similarly modified, as well as Phase 2
and the second step. Notice that each entry DP(i, i ′; j, j ′) is expanded to at most four en-
tries, and each of which can be computed in at most O(m) time. Therefore, LCS(NESTED,
CHAIN) can also be solved in time O(nm3).
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To solve the restricted LCS(CROSSING, NESTED) where the cutwidth of the first (cross-
ing) input sequence is upper bounded by a constant k, each entry DP(i, i ′; j, j ′) is ex-
panded to up to 22k entries, by introducing k pairs of parameters: α1, β1, α2, β2, . . . , αk,βk ,
to denote the 2k possible positions in sequence S1[i, i ′] that the letters therein cannot be
matched to any letter in sequence S2[j, j ′]. Again each expanded entry can be computed
in at most O(n) time. Thus, the restricted LCS(CROSSING, NESTED) where the cutwidth
of the first input sequence is upper bounded by a constant k is solvable by a dynamic
programming algorithm running in time O(4kn3m).
The above discussion justifies the following:
Theorem 4.2. LCS(NESTED, CHAIN) is solvable in time O(nm3). The restricted
LCS(CROSSING, NESTED) where the cutwidth of the first (crossing) input sequence is
upper bounded by a constant k is solvable in time O(4kn3m).
We note in passing that a restricted version of LCS(CROSSING, CROSSING) in which
both the input sequences have cutwidth upper bounded by constant k is solvable in time
O(9knm) [7,8].
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have considered the LAPCS problem for arc-annotated sequences with
various types of arc structures. In particular, we presented an O(nm3)-time dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm to solve LCS(NESTED, PLAIN), which answers affirmatively an open
question proposed in [7,8]. We are able to extend it to solve LCS(NESTED, CHAIN) and a
restricted version of LCS(CROSSING, NESTED), however, we do not know if it could be ex-
tended to solve LCS(NESTED, NESTED), and leave it as an open problem.5 Another chal-
lenging research topic is to design better approximation algorithms for LCS(CROSSING,
CROSSING) and LCS(CROSSING, NESTED), as well as LCS(NESTED, NESTED) if NP-
hard, which have applications in the RNA structural similarity comparison.
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